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NXSNAP20 NADEX 20 Minute
Expiration Strategy for Pin
Point Exploitation of Markets
Getting Ahead of Themselves
for Trigger into an ATM or
Even OTM Binary to Expiration
Add NXSNAP20 to Your NADEX 20
Minute Binary Arsenal for

Compounding Your Ability to
Accurately Stack Winning Trade Upon
Winning Trade in Real Time
So we wanted to make a new type of precision-based trading
strategy binary options on the NADEX 20 min. expiration.
We want something that’s going to give clarity on a way to
play over dramatize events.
Now when we speak of over dramatize events were not talking
about a once a day or once a week that the thing were
talking about every so many minutes.
We are trading the 1 min. bars for targeting the NADEX 20
min. expiration. This is a good binary options to trade
because there is indeed a 20 min. cycle price action in the
markets. That may sound strange but there is actually a 20
min. cycle of price behavior in the marketplace that we can
exploit. Now the 30 min. price cycle is a little stronger
which is probably why NADEX went with a 20 min. cycle by the
20 min. cycles pretty good and we can still have great
chance to make a lot of money on a consistent basis.
Why would you get this NXSNAP20 NADEX 20 Minute Expiration
Strategy?
Precision
To have another strategy to add to your arsenal in
order to compound strategies and dominated NADEX 20
min. binary options expiration.
if you can have dependable precision than that allows
you to take a little bit bigger position size and then
compound that position size a little faster.
How long will it take you to learn new strategy? I
don’t think very long at all. It doesn’t take long to
get the course. And then to study the markets well

that’s interdependent on how aggressive your this at
historically studying and practicing. If you have a
lot of price action chart reading skills then you can
probably pick this up really fast and start putting to
work with one contract and then go from there.
we trade at the money binary options as at the money
as we can get at NADEX so theref ore you can use the
demo account just fine and also practice there.
Performance samples version 1
WLLWWWLLWWWWWLWWWWWWWWWWWLWLLLWWWWW 1 MIN BAR 20 EXP , YM
3/20/2020 10 TO 16:00 10 L 26 W NET 16. $800/ contract net
profit $8000/10 CONTRACTS
MARCH 19: LWWLWWLWLLWWLLWWWWWWWWWWWWLLWWLLWWW
11 L 24 W
NET 13 $650 per 1 contract net profit / $6500 per 10
contracts

After some deliberation, cogitation,
rumination and inspiration we discovered
a powerful little accuracy we demanded up
like this :
Performance samples version 2:.
July 21: WWWWWWWWWWWWW 13 W 0 L
per contract net profit

Net 13 $650

This is one of our new binary options strategies that we
putting out systematically one by one.. If you looking for
precision especially if you’re starting with a small account
you really may benefit from this strategy.
You can trade systematically which is what the track record
represent. Or you can trade on-the-fly in terms of using
automation optimization factors that we teach you in the
course.
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